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UNILUX

One brand.
One promise.
Modern wooden windows and wooden doors only share a name
with their „ancestors“. Good carpentry and appearance alone is no
longer enough, because energy efficiency, safety and functionality
standards have increased dramatically to meet today‘s customer
needs.
That‘s why all UNILUX Meister windows and wooden doors are
development projects that demonstrate intelligence and complex
engineering.
To be able to provide access to these masterpieces to more
than just a select few customers UNILUX mass-produces them.
That means it‘s possible for us to offer these unique wood
products at a price that makes top quality affordable.
Where quality is at home – UNILUX
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All good things come in sixes:

The UNILUX
brand advantages
Brand advantage 1: Durability
Since we were founded, UNILUX has always used the highest-quality materials. Down
to the finest detail: UNILUX wood products rely on high-quality coatings with UV blockers. The high-quality production and strict quality control guarantee that you will
enjoy your UNILUX product for years.

Brand advantage 2: Freedom of design
Some things are a matter of taste. You can choose from three design variants (slanted,
round, rustic), three refined woods (pine, larch, exotic woods), 189 colors and glazing
tones, and several double-glazed and triple-glazed options. And let‘s not forget: a wide
variety of window shapes (they don‘t have to be rectangular, after all) and muntins
upon request in four different lines. Variety right from the factory.

Brand advantage 3: Energy efficiency
UNILUX‘s solid construction style not only guarantees durability, but also helps save
energy. Every one of our Meister windows also has thermally isolated spacers between
the panes of glass. That provides better insulation values, more comfort in the vicinity
of the window and significantly less condensation in cold months. Heating costs can
be further reduced through highly efficient triple glazing with a thickness of at least
40 mm (SuperThermo3, UltraThermo3, ThermoWhite3).
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Brand advantage 4: Security
Sometimes a window‘s job is not just to keep out wind and
rain, but also uninvited guests. That‘s why all UNILUX locking
parts are made from high-quality materials. And each of our
wood Meister windows has a mushroom pin in the latch even
in the standard model. For maximum protection, we offer the
SAFE line (optionally with A1 laminated safety glass, DINcertified by the German National Authority on Fire Arms and
Ammunition) and special alarm systems.

Brand advantage 5: Service
UNILUX works exclusively with our own qualified retailers. You can
find them anywhere in Germany, right on site with their own local
showrooms. Your regional UNILUX retailer will offer you detailed
advice and assist you with your plans. They will also ensure prompt,
correct installation and will be available at any time if you have any
service-related needs.

Brand advantage 6: Brand quality
At UNILUX, there has always been one fast rule: Only products of uncompromising
quality leave the factory. This made our company a recognized quality leader over the decades. Anyone who pays heed to the UNILUX logo can be certain of always receiving a „Made in
Germany“-branded product.
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ADVANTAGES OF WOOD

Masterful design
for pure comfort
Wood gives a feeling of wellbeing. It‘s a unique material that has
lasted through all fashions and trends and has always inspired
craftsmen and cabinetmakers to create beautiful works of art and
craftsmanship. Us, too. With a wood product from UNILUX, you‘re
always deciding on masterful design.
You can see it if you look closely. The details make the
difference. For example, the fittings on the wood Meister
window, which we recess for flush mounting. The consistent
elimination of unnecessary corners and edges gives the
window a charming appearance. And for the long term, too:
The glazes contain special pigments that protect the wood
from UV radiation. That means you‘ll be able to enjoy the
masterful workmanship for years.
Wood as wood – Meister windows and house doors from
UNILUX.
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Wood Meister windows

The facets of style
No house is like any other. A renovated house from the early industrial era and the architecture
of the 21st century can lie worlds apart. That‘s why UNILUX Meister windows have three different
basic designs right from the start: Round, slanted and rustic. Your personal style can already be
seen in the window contour itself.

Round

Slanted

Rustic

Well-rounded: With its soft, very rounded
profile, the windows of this design line fit
harmoniously into timeless architecture. A
classic.

Clear edges: This design concept was
developed specifically for modern
architecture, attractive for its cool, no-frills
lines. Futuristic and stylish.

Eternal values: With its powerful stepped
visuals, this design line evokes the handbuilt
windows of yesteryear. A natural for traditional construction and original facades in
older houses.
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UW-VALUE

0.9

W/m2K

UNILUX Meister window slanted

Recessed latches

Wood, pure and simple

Mushroom pins for added security

Not just visually attractive, but also – thanks
to the flat surface against the screw-mounted
locking parts – from a security perspective, too.
Not to mention easier to clean!

Solid and of the highest quality. UNILUX quality
can be recognized by the fact that the furniture- grade finished wood is still attractive after
many years.

The mushroom-shaped locking device makes
break-in attempts harder. Upgradable to 4-fold
corner joints (SAFE package) and EN-verified Class
2 burglar resistance upon request.
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Quality as a standard: the basic UNILUX advantages
You know it from buying cars: Some models seem cost-effective at first glance. But upon closer
examination, you are incredulous at all the extras charged by the manufacturer.
Not with UNILUX. Our basic features in themselves are so extensive, that there is often no need for
accessories. Every one of our wood Meister windows has the following standard equipment features:

Thermal insulation without compromises

Coating system

Every UNILUX window meets
today‘s high standards for energy efficiency. The stable frame
catches the outside temperature
– reducing heating needs.

3 plus 2 equals long life for
wood. UNILUX coats wood in
three stages, then treats its surface in two stages. The electrostatic coating and the sanding
of the surface before coating
and after the prime coat ensure
excellent treatment and surface quality. And – thanks
to laser testing – nearly knot-free.

Superior-quality wood
Not all woods are the same. To
guarantee a consistently high
quality of materials, we use our
own experienced wood buyers,
even in the farthest corners of
the Earth. The same strict standards are applied during treatment - to ensure the wood has a long and healthy life.

Multi-layered wood bonding
Stability guaranteed.
Multi-layered bonding equalizes stresses between the solidwood layers and wood surface,
thereby ensuring absolute
torsional rigidity.
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Security
Even in standard models, every
UNILUX wood Meister window
has mushroom pins in its fittings,
making it far harder to break into
the window. All locking parts are
also made from high-quality materials, providing added security.

Recessed lock keepers
Impressive not only aesthetically,
but also from a security perspective – due to being recessed
compared to screwed-on locking
parts. Not to mention easier to
clean!

www.unilux.de

Extra perfect: the UNILUX optional advantages
Special circumstances require special solutions. That‘s why when it comes to security and thermal
efficiency, UNILUX offers exclusive added value.
These additional benefits give you the certainty that your wood Meister window is top in its class.
Perfection made by UNILUX.

Added security: SAFE
We offer special alarm systems
and the SAFE line for maximum protection. SAFE II and
SAFE III are an affordable but
effective way of making burglars‘ lives harder.
From the four-corner security
interlock – stable mushroom pins engage firmly
into the locking parts in all four corners of a window
sash – to the A1 security glass, UNILUX is ready with
the right solution. For even higher standards, there
is also the EN 1627ff-certified security of ResistanceClass 2

Solar gain: ThermoWhite3
A triple-glazed insulating
glass that doesn‘t just stop
at keeping the cold out.
Thanks to a new, invisible
Low-e coating, you can use
the energy from the sun‘s
rays more effectively.
More solar heat finds its way into the house. At the
same time, this coating – together with the argon
gas filling – ensures that the heat stays inside the
house.

Extra warmth: Triple glazing
Three panes instead of two. The
additional layer of glass provides
even better thermal insulation
and therefore even lower energy
costs.
And since the pane itself has a
thickness of 40 mm, it can also
be efficiently equipped with noise protection.
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Glass competence
Every UNILUX window has double-glazed insulating glass. Even this standard version achieves insulation values
that are outstanding for wooden windows. But that‘s not enough for our engineers and developers. For anybody who wants to get serious about thermal insulation, UNILUX also offers triple-glazed insulating glass in a
number of varieties.
You have the choice: for example, SuperThermo3, in which the additional layer of glass is barely noticeable
in the price. Or UltraThermo3, which uses argon/krypton gas filling to obtain sensational insulation values. Or
ThermoWhite3, which not only insulates, but actively makes use of the heat from incoming sunlight.
However you decide, every UNILUX window is an example of groundbreaking glass competence.
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Coating in the ThermoWhite3

Argon gas filling

The special coating lets more sun and warmth in.

The heat, however, „ricochets“ around inside and
remains in the house, thanks also to the argon
gas filling.
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The wide choice of colors
How many different tastes are there? When it comes to woods and colors, about 560.
That‘s the number of combination options you have for your custom UNILUX wood Meister windows. Find out which wood harmonizes best with which color or wood glaze.

Select from pine, larch or exotic wood and from a
large number of color and glazing variants.

You have three highly robust woods to choose from (pine, larch, exotic wood), as well as
180 covering paint colors and 9 exclusive glazing tones for outstanding UV protection.

RAL colors
Wood patterns

Exotic wood
Larch
Pine

You love wood

Your world is colorful

It‘s your choice

Wood is a living material. It‘s nice to be able to
integrate it into one‘s living space. UNILUX wood
Meister windows bring that liveliness into your
living room.

Colors are an expression of personality and attitude
towards life. Show off your taste by choosing from
a range of colors that leaves nothing to be desired.

When it comes to wood colors, too, UNILUX always
gives you the choice. Select from a wide variety of
wood species, and make the most of the options for
designing the wood‘s color scheme.
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Endless variety of shapes
When choosing the shape of your wood Meister window, there are practically no limits.
Triangular or round window? Sectional or semicircular arch? With or without muntins?
Your specialized UNILUX trade partner will show you what‘s possible.

A handle on design
Design you can grab: Every UNILUX handle is not only a solid piece of workmanship
„Made in Germany“, but also a visual gem. It is a tool that allows you to express your
taste and style.

Standard handle
silver colors

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Standard handle
steel colors

Standard handle
bronze colors

Standard handle
white

Stainless steel handle
angular shape

Stainless steel handle
L-shape

Stainless steel handle
U-shape
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Shades and screens
There are different options for protection from intensive sunlight and curious eyes.
Whether classical roller shutter, elegant Venetian blinds, or traditional aluminum shutters, UNILUX offers you your individual shade and screen solution. By the way, we have
a few good recipes against insects, too.

Venetian blinds
Blindingly bright or pitch dark? Venetian blinds give you many more
nuances than that. They can control incoming light on a continuous
basis. The strips, with their adjustable tilt, allow you to determine
exactly how much sunlight you let into your rooms. The Venetian
blind also has an excellent visual appearance.
Roller shutter
When it comes to blocking out light, roller shutters have been the
benchmark forever. No wonder they‘re preferred for use in bedrooms. And since the box appearance is the same as for our Venetian blinds, you can combine UNILUX roller shutters and Venetian
blinds together harmoniously.

Every house facade is different. That‘s why UNILUX
lets you select from different box variants when it
comes to privacy protection.
For new construction we recommend plaster base
variants, because roller shutters or Venetian blinds are
then integrated into the external stucco. There is no
break in the masonry in this case – no thermal bridge,
meaning less energy consumption.
Good to know: For boxes with exterior modification,
you can put up wallpaper inside with no worries – the
visually bothersome modification cover disappears.

Shutters
There are things that trends and fashion simply can‘t change. Because their beauty is timeless. UNILUX shutters add value to any
country home or city villa. And since they‘re made of alumi- num,
they have no problem fending off rain and storm. For life-long
pleasure in comfortable aesthetics.
Insect protection

Contour roller
shutter

Round roller
shutter

Plaster support
variants

Reduced design
through edged
visuals

Round visuals,
specif- ically eyecatching

Behind the stucco –
nearly invisible.

It‘s not just in bedrooms that insects are a bother. Biting flies and
wasps can rob your enjoyment of the fresh air. So you can still air
out without the worries, there are special clamping frames and
rotating doors. You can easily mount these insect screens yourself.
Comfort is so easy.

Variety of bars and dividers

Lockability

Sunshades and more

Divided lights are the icing on the cake when
it comes to a window’s appearance. Our range
covers four different lines, from true divided
and simulated divided lites to the astragal and
georgian bar designs.

Not every window needs to be opened, especially
when there are small children around. That’s why
most of our handles come with a lock button, and
are also available as lockable variants. Just in case.

At UNILUX, we have storybook shutters, first-class
roller shutters and insect screens that are either
built into the roller shutter box or act as a separate component.
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Each one a masterpiece

The world of UNILUX
wooden entry doors
LifeLine: The uncompromising
Each and every one of our wooden entry doors is a paragon of strength and density.
No storm, no cold front can counter them. But LifeLine goes a step further: Thanks
to the interplay of additional insulating measures, heat penetration is reduced to the
absolute minimum.

HighLine: The showpieces
Our motto: A wooden entry door is an investment that will last for decades. We do a lot
to support that. The cross-section of a HighLine door shows the sheer meticulous attention to detail UNILUX put into the development of this model series. The combination
of high-quality materials and refined engineering is your guarantee for a door that will
demonstrate its quality every day.

JuniorLine: The little big things
Small in price, big in performance – that‘s the idea behind the models in the JuniorLine. Door after door, they show that brand quality can be affordable. From their
top-class wood to flawless work to the variety of colors, glass, and designs. Why
settle for less if you can have a UNILUX wooden door?

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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UNILUX LifeLine ENTRY DOORS

Uncompromising.
Passive house suitable.
Noble.
To make a wooden entry door suitable for passive houses, the engineers and developers at UNILUX work down the smallest details.
A combination of high-quality materials and technically demanding
design ensures outstanding insulation values. You won‘t just feel the
difference – you can also see it: in your energy bills.
Hightech that looks great. Every LifeLine model doesn‘t just
set standards when it comes to thermal insulation but also in
terms of aesthetics.
Unbeatable in every way: LifeLine.
100 mm

UD FROM

0.8
W/m2K

MORE MASSIVE IS BETTER
The extra-tough construction of the models
in the 100 mm series ensures that the heat
stays in your house, and their contemporary
design leaves nothing to be desired.

Entry door
cross-section
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Model 0502
Anthracite gray / window gray
Design glass (sandblast with narrow clear glass strips
on left and clear glass spot below the handle)
Curved handle (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

Model 0501
Antique white / walnut transparent (on pine)
Design glass (sandblast with clear glass
strips on left and across)
Handle 55 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate
Stainless steel applications outside

Our tip for you:

Finely accentuated milled
grooves for that special
design touch. So smooth
you almost want to
stroke it.
Details

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 0401
Tineo paint on pine

Model 0501

Model 0402

Traffic red color

Color anthracite gray (frame)
and black enameled glass on the sash
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Model 0504
Jatoba (on pine)
Design glass (sandblast with clear glass strips)
Handle 75 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate
Stainless steel applications outside
Flush-mounted stainless steel base

Model 0503
Antique white / mahogany II (on pine)
Design glass (sandblast with clear glass strips)
Handle 55 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

Our tip for you:

Sandblasted glass with
discreet clear glass strips:
Possible to see through, but
only from directly at the
door.
Glass details

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 0402
Black frame / black enameled glass with
silver enamel strips on the sash
Handle 75 cm (round rail)

Model 0404
Oak transparent on larch / black enameled glass
Design glass (sandblast with clear glass strips
on right and horizontally)
Curved handle (round rail)

Our tip for you:

The combination of safety
glass with wood merges two
classical materials into an
elegant modern unit.
Glass and wood
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Model 0403 with sidelight
Clear glass
Handle 150 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

Model 0403
Antique white / black enameled glass
Clear glass
Handle 150 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

The extra for you:

Nearly invisibly protected
glass edges of metal under
the glass ensure the
security and protection of
the glass.
Glass protection

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 0403
Color: antique white

HIGH UNILUX SECURITY STANDARD
Massive continuous deadbolts automatically interlock at the top and bottom when
the door is closed. The door is opened as
usual, by pressing on the inside or unlocking
outside.
The UNILUX retail partner will be happy to advise you about additional locking options, such
as fully motorized self-locking with remote
control, or tested security in accordance with
RC2 of EN1627ff.
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Model 0401 with sidelight
Walnut transparent on pine / black enameled
glass with optional sidelight
Clear glass
Handle 180 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

Model 0401
Walnut transparent on pine / black
enameled glass
Clear glass
Handle 180 cm (round rail)
Escutcheon plate

The extra for you:

Our entry door models have
two secured hinge bolts
installed at the factory.
Your plus when it comes to
security.
Secured hinge bolts

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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No compromises
Seated as though it were cast there
Door leaf of multi-layered board, reinforced with a
massive wooden frame and built-in stabilizers to
prevent warping
Outstanding thermal insulation, Ud down to 0.8 W/m2K
ISO-thermal glass, Ug=0.7 W/m2K
Standard triple sealing, additional sinkseal on bottom
Standard triple interlock with three-part hinges
adjustable in all three dimensions.
Door leaf thickness optionally 85 mm or 100 mm

Not just for technology freaks
There is an end of with heavy keychains, forgotten
access codes or cards. Your key is always “at your
fingertips” – your finger opens the door to your house.
Losing or forgetting your keys and getting locked out
are a thing of the past.

Security
Biometric systems have been used for years in banks
and high-security areas. Now biometrics are ready for
everyday use for private homeowners and companies.

Model 0401

Model 0402

Color: walnut transparent II on pine

Color: black with
black enameled glass
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UNILUX HighLine-Harmony HOUSE DOORS

Timeless.
Balanced.
Personal.
For a planner a house door may only represent a functional
connection between inside and outside. But it’s actually a lot
more. It’s the business card for your house. The visible access to
your individual, unique home. That’s why it should reflect your
individuality, too, and show the world outside who you are.
HighLine-Harmony is a virtuoso when playing with geometric
forms. Because this style blends aesthetics with dynamics, it
gives timeless architecture a powerful individual note.
Set accents: HighLine-Harmony.
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Model 224

Model 202

Purple red (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel

Violet blue (RAL)
Design glass
Handle 7012 stainless steel

Model 206
Vermilion (RAL)
Design glass
Handle 7011 stainless steel

Our tip for you:

Selecting a striking handle
provides the design of your
dream door with its visual
completion.
Handle

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 222

Model 223

Fir green (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7011 stainless steel

Light gray (RAL)
Baroque white glass
Handle 7019 stainless steel

Model 218
Jatoba wood tone
Masterligne glass
Handle 7003 stainless steel
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Model 121
Leaf green (RAL)
Design glass
Handle 7024 stainless steel
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Model 129

Model 128

Plate and glass strips
Anthracite gray (RAL)
Pave blue glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel

Traffic red (RAL)
Pave white matte glass
Handle 7017 stainless steel

www.unilux.de

Model 121
Dark blue color

Model 128

Model 129

Traffic red color

Anthracite gray color
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UNILUX HighLine-Trend HOUSE DOORS

Purist.
Clear.
Striking.
Perhaps the most important basic rule of good design: Less
is more. For forms to be able to have an effect, they cannot
be overloaded. It is only when we eliminate superfluous
embellishment that the essence of an object can be seen clearly.
And a nice side effect is this: You simply can’t get tired of
looking at clear lines.
HighLine-Trend stands for a language of form that’s the latest
thing. A no-compromise aesthetic demand makes this style a
natural for sophisticated modern architecture.
Reduced to the essential: HighLine-Trend.
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Model 138

Model 108

Mahogany wood tone
Old German K white glass
Handle 7020 stainless steel

Light oak wood tone
Masterligne glass
Handle 7017 stainless steel

Model 140
Rustic oak wood tone
Spotlyte white glass
Handle 7011 stainless steel

Our tip for you:

Provide exciting accents, for
example using special glass
– nothing sets a house door
apart like its glass.
Glass
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Model 114

Model 115

Vermilion (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7013 stainless steel

Traffic white (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7017 stainless steel

Model 216
Tomato red (RAL)
Flutes blank matte glass
Handle 7003 stainless steel
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Model 102
Traffic white (RAL)
Handle 7010 stainless steel
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Model 105

Model 101

Lower panel and frame
Silk gray (RAL)
Top panel pearl white (RAL)
Design glass
Handle 7023 stainless steel

Frame and large panel
Slate gray (RAL)
Small panel window gray (RAL)
Handle 7007 stainless steel

www.unilux.de

Model 112
Blue gray (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7018 stainless steel
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UNILUX HighLine-Tradition HOUSE DOORS

Original.
Classic.
Everlasting.
There are forms and colors that leave any fashion far behind.
Designs that have lasted for decades or even centuries and will
continue to do so in the future.
HighLine-Tradition stands for a style that fits into the overall
picture true to the original. It’s a natural for renovations of
older houses and for traditionally oriented architecture.
As beautiful as ever: HighLine-Tradition.
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Model 212

Model 213

Concrete gray (RAL)
Madras Flos glass
Handle 5000 polished brass

Platinum gray (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 5000 polished brass

Model 210
Walnut wood tone
Baroque white glass
Handle 5000 polished brass

Our tip for you:

Furniture-quality wood
applications are the perfect
completion of many UNILUX
house doors.
Wood application

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 127
Pine green (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7001 polished brass

Model 304
Moss green (RAL)
Ice flower glass
Handle 5004 polished brass
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Model 228

Model 230

Wine red (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7001 polished brass

Light gray (RAL)
Baroque white glass
Handle 7001 polished brass

Model 227
Black blue (RAL)
Design glass
Handle 7000 polished brass

Our tip for you:

Leaves unexpected guests
outside the door. The
optional door catch provides
even more security.
Door catch

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 304
Moss green color

Model 213

Model 228

Platinum gray color

Fir green color
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Model 303
Wine red (RAL),
Design glass
Handle 5004 polished brass

Model 302
Slate gray (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 6002 polished brass
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Model 226
Traffic white (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 5004 polished brass
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Model 208

Model 209

Iron gray (RAL)
Niagara white blank glass
Handle 5000 polished brass

Moss green (RAL)
Baroque white glass
Handle 5000 polished brass
without glass strips outside

www.unilux.de

Model 226
Traffic white color

Model 230

Model 302

Light gray color

Walnut wood tone
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UNILUX JuniorLine HOUSE DOORS

Attractive.
Cute.
Great price.
Confident performance, modest pricing. Like its three big brothers
in the HighLine (Harmony, Trend, Tradition) the JuniorLine is made
of high-quality wood. It’s attractive for its familiar quality, mature
technology and fresh design.
You have a choice of four different handles, four different glass
styles and all colors.
With the JuniorLine you get an original UNILUX house door at
a price so low you won’t need to compromise.
Brand quality that doesn’t cost the world: JuniorLine.
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Model 12

Model 15

Light gray (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7011 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)

Iron gray (RAL)
Master carré glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)

Model 11
Red brown (RAL)
Handle 7010 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)

Our tip for you:

Pretty and practical.
A stainless steel closure
doesn't just look great – it
also protects your door.
Stainless steel base

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Model 18

Model 19

Ruby red (RAL)
Master carré glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)

Fir green (RAL)
Ornament 504 glass
Handle 7010 stainless steel

Model 16
Cobalt blue (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)
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Model 22

Model 23

Beige (RAL)
Clear glass
Handle 7002 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)

Traffic white (RAL)
Master carré glass
Handle 7012 stainless steel
Stainless steel base (surcharge)
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Model 15
Iron gray color

Model 11

Model 22

Anthracite gray color

Beige color
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Just like you

Your dream door
from UNILUX
UNILUX doesn’t make you go by the book. Every house door is a
unique production in which you determine not only the model,
size, wood, and color, but also all the details.
Special light cut-outs, optional sidelights and transoms allow
you to set individual accents. Even the selection of the glass
and the handle expresses your entirely personal, unique taste.
Thanks to this wide variety of options every UNILUX door has
individuality built in at the factory.
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Design freedom in size and shape
Seated as though it were cast there
How large should a house door be? On which side
must it open? Is one leaf better or two? And how
much daylight should the door let in? These are
questions that everybody will answer differently.

For particularly high elements
and more light

Sidelights
Custom height

That is why you not only get our mass-produced
UNILUX house doors in your personal length and
width preferences, but also in the fittings of your
choice. For example, with one or two flanking sidelights and transoms. Elements that highlight your
door and set additional design accents.

Transom windows

For particularly wide house
door installations:
One or more sidelights for
more light

Doorstop
Select the opening side

Custom width

Let there be light

Light cut-outs

Entrances don’t have to be pitch-dark. With light
cut-outs in your house door, glazed sidelights and
transoms let brightness into your hallway even
without lamps.

Rectangle or porthole? Symmetric panels or sweeping
curves? With the light cut-outs, too, you have all the
options you’re used to getting from UNILUX.

That makes your entry more livable. Light,
home-delivered by nature.
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More than bright
Not all glass is the same. Think for a moment how
versatile this familiar material can be. From simple
ornamental glasses to striking designer glasses.

A handle on design
Curled brass or straight-forward stainless steel? Historical classic or minimalistic modern? Every UNILUX handle
isn’t just a rock-solid piece of workmanship, it’s also a
visual gem expressing your taste and your style.

Base
For many models you can get an optional robust
stainless steel guard.
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Freedom of design in terms of material and color
Life is colorful
Every UNILUX door matches your house not only in
terms of architecture, but also color. The selection
of colors and color variants leaves nothing to be
desired.
Ask your UNILUX retailer for color fans. That gives
you confidence that your favorite red (or favorite
gray, or favorite blue etc.) will work on your house
door.
And you can select from 15 semitransparent glazes
and about 200 covering RAL color paints. For the
wood itself you can choose between the robust
species of pine, larch and exotic wood.
This fits your entry door harmoniously into the
architecture of your house.

RAL colors
Wood patterns

Exotic wood

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Larch
Pine

Choose from the following wood species: Pine, larch and exotic wood, as well as 20 glazing tones.
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Glass-clear style

Glass and
glass variants
Glass is a special material that lends every door its particular
individual tone. We offer house door glass that could hardly come
in more variety – and we have individual design suggestions for
every door. This permits you to express your personal style even
when selecting the glass.
UNILUX glasses are attractive because they let natural light
in while still leaving the view of strangers outside. Each of
our ornamental and design glasses is proof that beauty and
functionality aren’t mutually exclusive.
UNILUX – glass can be so unique.
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Caution: temptation!
This sample case has it all. It can show you just
what options you have when it comes to glass. It
doesn’t always have to be “just smooth”. Ornamental
and design glasses bring structure and elan to a
familiar material.
Ask your local UNILUX retailer. He will be happy to
show you the UNILUX glass sample case.

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Madras Flos

Uadi white

Weed

Flame

Punto white

Satinato

Pave matt white
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A handle on aesthetics

Handles and
handle variants
A door handle has to be tough – not everyone puts on their silk
gloves to handle it. That’s why robustness is the basic requirement
for a good handle. But not only material resistance is important
to us, but also the visual.
A UNILUX door handle looks inviting at all times.
It complements the architecture and is the dot on the
I of a representative door.
Good feeling in the hand, attractive appearance – door
handles from UNILUX.
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Exclusive handle selection for the UNILUX LifeLine program
Not all handles can be harmoniously combined with all doors.
This page shows the selection of handles for the UNILUX LifeLine program.
Ask your UNILUX retail partner which combinations are possible.

AGP055

AGP150

AGR150

AGR055

Curved handle

L 550 mm

L 1500 mm

L 1500 mm

L 550 mm

Model-dependent dimension

Stainless steel handle
with Fingerscan
L 450 mm, 750 mm or
1000 mm (works only with
motorized lock)

IGE503

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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IGE504

IGE502
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7044

7045

7046

7028

7029

7030

7035

7036

7037

L 382 mm

L 600 mm

L 720 mm

L 600 mm

L 800 mm

L 1000 mm

L 400 mm

L 600 mm

L 1200 mm

7047

7034

7033

7031

7038

7039

7026

7027

7040

7041

L 585 mm

L 400 mm

L 400 mm

L 600 mm

L 600 mm

L 1000 mm

L 600 mm

L 800 mm

L 400 mm

L 800 mm
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7005

7025

7018

7004

7016

7003

7014

7015

L 480 mm

L 500 mm

L 500 mm

L 504 mm

L 515 mm

L 600 mm

L 600 mm

L 650 mm

7012

7024

7010

7011

7013

7019

7022

7009

L 330 mm

L 330 mm

L 330 mm

L 330 mm

L 335 mm

L 335 mm

L 400 mm

L 380 mm
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6000

6001

6002

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Brass polished

5000

5004

5003

Brass polished

Brass polished

Stainless steel

7008

7007

7002

7017

7001

7000

7043

7049

7048

7042

L 2000 mm

L 1800 mm

L 400 mm

L 325 mm

L 300 mm

L 300 mm

L 500 mm

L 697 mm

L 408 mm

L 1600 mm
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2000

2000

2001

Stainless steel

Brass

Stainless steel

2005

2006

2007

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

2011

2012

2013

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

www.unilux.de

2002

2003

2004

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

2008

2009

2010

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

Stainless steel

2014

2200

2204

Stainless steel

Brass

Brass
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Protection and security

Not popular
with burglars
Burglars are under time pressure. The more obstacles you can put
in their way, the quicker they’ll give up. That’s why at UNILUX we
don’t just think about design and comfort, but also about security
systems and locks. And these – as we demonstrate in the serious
approach we take every day – aren’t something you should save on.
Good to know: Even in their standard version, UNILUX house
doors have effective security mechanisms. We also offer addons that take these already-high mass-produced security
standards and reinforce them even more.
This is UNILUX’s contribution to making sure that unwelcome
guests don’t even get in the door.
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Massive door frame with
continuous deadbolt

Three- or four-point interlock
and automatic locking

When it comes to security, a lot actually
helps a lot. The more massive a door is,
the more resistance it has against an
attacker. With thicknesses of up to
79 millimeters, our doors provide robust
natural protection.

Even in the standard models, UNILUX
house doors have an effective threepoint interlock with two self-locking
bolts. When the door is pulled shut,
these lock it securely in two places top and bottom - automatically. The
door can be opened quite normally with
the door handle or key.

All our models have a continuous metal
deadbolt in the frame. In practice this
means: Since the locking generally
engages firmly in the locking parts,
the potential criminal has to break the
entire bar out of the decorative frame
– and that’s a massive amount of extra
work. This obstacle significantly raises
the bar for burglars.

WHERE QUALITY IS AT HOME
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Door catch
More effective and elegant than door
chains.
The optional door catch provides additional locking from inside and also acts
as a stop when the door is only opened
a crack. In case of an undesired visitor,
it therefore makes it impossible to get a
foot between the door and the frame.

www.unilux.de

Secured hinge bolts
All UNILUX house door models have
two secured hinge bolts installed at the
factory. This makes forcible entry by
levering out the door massively difficult.

Safety glass
Thanks to a specially developed highly
crack-resistant polycarbonate film, the
optional safety glass stays closed even
when the glass is broken – good for you,
bad for potential break-ins. By the way,
the projectile-resistant A1 safety glass
from UNILUX has been certified by the
German National Authority on Fire Arms
and Ammunition.
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The reliability of a big name

UNILUX ensures award-winning long-term progress
		
- by selecting the right partners and raw-material suppliers, and by being a member of leading institutions and associations:

UNILUX products meet international test and safety standards:
Florida Certificate
of Product Approval

GOST
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Notes
The content of this catalogue is not legally binding and may be
subject to technical changes as part of further developments or errors
in the text, images or descriptions. We only allow images and text
material – including excerpts – to be used upon request, and with our
express written consent.
The image material used is for illustrative purposes. Differences in
colour are unfortunately unavoidable due to printing. The sample
illustrations are not to scale.
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